Course Title: Introduction to Humanities  
Prefix and Course Number: HUM& 101  

Course Learning Outcomes:  
By the end of this course, a student should be able to:

- Understand the historical influences of political, cultural and scientific values upon art
- Understand the creative process and perceive the problems of the creative artist
- Understand that the arts reflect and comment upon an individual’s concept of herself or himself and of the world in which he or she lives
- Understand the basic elements and principles of various art forms
- Demonstrate an awareness of different ways of “seeing,” interpreting, and evaluating a work of art
- Appreciate humanities activities and experiences
- Develop a lifelong interest in the arts

Course Outline  
I. Historical Influences:
   A. Political
   B. Cultural
   C. Scientific Art values
II. Creative Artist
   A. Creative process
   B. Creative problems
III. Art as it relates to the world
IV. Art Forms
   A. Basic Elements
   B. Principles
V. Art Appreciation
   A. Seeing
   B. Interpreting
   C. Evaluating
VI. Humanities Activities and Experiences
VII. Developing a lifelong interest in the arts